I Am In Control Of:

- Not arguing with the teacher
- Home and School Organization
- Getting my planner signed at home
- My Do/Done folder
- Bringing my homework back to school when due

At the beginning of each day the check-in monitor will:

- greet the student
- review yesterday’s results
- restate the options for self control that he/she should use throughout the day
- check for homework, planner signature, and do/done folder organization
- show the student the 5 Behavior Bucks and place them in a neutral place in the room

If the student argues, the teacher will give the signal and withdraw 1 behavior buck. This procedure continues throughout the day in the various classroom settings. If the student loses all 5 behavior bucks before the end of the day, the teacher will tally additional incidences using a negative balance. Behavior bucks can be redeemed for student use (predetermined reward) with the classroom teacher.